
Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS Developer Edition v2.9 – List of Issues Addressed  

 

 

 ENH-000111723 Allow Users to Select which output the Geoprocessing widget in 

ModelBuilder should zoom to when there are multiple outputs. 

 ENH-000111047 Allow the application creator to specify a default sort field in the attribute 

table widget configuration 

 ENH-000110454 Allow user to change basemap when configuring Grid Overlay widget 

 ENH-000109480 Provide a functionality to allow filtering multiple values in a single field that 

may contain delimited text or multiple binary fields in a single expression in a filter widget 

 ENH-000106803 When using Measure Widget in Web AppBuilder, Provide the ability to 

keep the graphics when using Measure tool for proof/documentation of what was 

measured. 

 ENH-000107351 Check box (Toolbar option) for delete in Edit widget in Web AppBuilder 

 ENH-000102309 Add Live Data options to Web AppBuilder Time Slider widget 

 ENH-000103713 Add the functionality to expand grouped layers by default with the Layer 

List Widget in Web App builder 

 ENH-000103824 Provide a functionality to be able to query or filter multiple values for a 

field using a single expression for the query and filter widget in the web app builder 

application 

 ENH-000100102 When using the Edit widget in a Web AppBuilder application, the create 

feature template window should not be shown if creating new features is not allowed for a 

particular layer. 

 ENH-000099082 Allow the Time Slider widget to update start-time and end-time based on 

user’s current local time. 

 ENH-000096356 In Web AppBuilder for Developers 2.0, if the user runs the draw widget, 

allow the layer list to populate with the results only when a feature is drawn. 

 ENH-000085096 Legend: Please improve the out-of-box Legend Widget to allow it to show 

symbology of basemap layers and have option to turn off labels and symbols for layers in 

the map if user doesn’t want them to show. 

 BUG-000114776 Uploading application zip file fails intermittently on Web AppBuilder 

(Developer Edition) with error: "Error parsing server result".  

 BUG-000114963 Unzip command unzips all the folders as root folder in CentOS 4 

 BUG-000113146 There are issues in displaying the Infographic widget in Web AppBuilder for 

ArcGIS (Developer Edition) 2.7. 

 BUG-000113644 Initial edit fails on a feature with "Edit" widget 

 BUG-000114591 Unable to search location in the Screening widget if the Edit widget is 

included in the ArcGIS Online Web AppBuilder app.  

 BUG-000114642 ArcGIS Online Web AppBuilder Screening Widget report shows the 

attributes value as "No Data" instead of "0". 

 BUG-000114536 Data Aggregation (Beta) Widget does not show XY coordinates in text box 

after moving feature on the map when feature is located by XY fields. 



 BUG-000111208 The Infographic widget displays incorrect labels,when configured with 

Excel data (.xls format). 

 BUG-000113746 Console error, "TypeError: Cannot read property 'show' of undefined” on 

clicking on Edit for a feature from the pop-up in Web Appbuilder application. 

 BUG-000113540 The "IS NOT" condition in Filter Widget, when used as an expression, does 

not honor the String data type. 

 BUG-000113192 The Smart Editor widget does not fully honor symbology configured with 

Arcade expressions. 

 BUG-000109550 Near me widget in Web AppBuilder doesn't show middle value when 

moving the buffer. 

 BUG-000110601 Download File Geodatabase is not enabled in the Screening widget after 

enabling Sync on the hosted feature service, if the service did not have Sync enabled in the 

first place when the service is added to the Screening widget. 

 BUG-000111431 Applying a Filter Expression in the 'Near Me' Widget of Web App Builder is 

irreversible & the Filter menu is inaccessible if the number of records returned from the 

'Near Me' query is one 

 BUG-000111418 Web AppBuilder's Public Notification widget is not able to find an 

otherwise successful singleLine match with a custom geocode service. 

 BUG-000110756 The Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS application freezes when adding the 'Near 

Me' widget if the services have empty groups. 

 BUG-000110650 The Group layer does not expand (stays inactive) after a Web Map Service 

(WMS) layer is added to the map by using the Add Data widget in Web AppBuilder for 

ArcGIS. 

 BUG-000109379 Exporting a CSV from the Attribute Table widget of the Web AppBuilder for 

ArcGIS with HTML rich text format does not preserve the rich text fonts and replaces them 

with HTML tags. 

 BUG-000103872 The Info Summary widget in Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS does not reflect 

changes in the web map applied by the Filter widget when using ArcGIS Server web services. 

 BUG-000096395 search: In the Search widget of Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS, setting the 

scale parameter is not honored in the resulting search extent. 

 BUG-000082830 LayerList & Legend: After adding layer to web map from .csv, legend in 

Web App Builder labels each layer by the name of the .csv file instead of the name of the 

layer 

 


